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Chapter 1221: Sea emperor: Lifting up the hostage princess (Part 32) 

“Prime minister, prime minister.” It was like a dog when Lin Ruo Jing saw He Hong Jie, quickly coming 

forward. 

He was a bit nervous and acted humble, just like a dog. 

“Humph.” He Hong Jie gave a cold snort. His deep eyes were clearly a bit exhausted, but his voice was 

strict, “Why aren’t you taking care of them, what are you waiting for?” 

“Yes, yes, yes.” Lin Ruo Jing quickly said, “The main thing is that they are mainly commoners. I’ll take 

care of it, I’ll take care of it now.” 

“Someone!” He angrily roared, “Take these people who are causing trouble away for me!” 

The people who had been standing in front suddenly became the ones standing in front of a crowd, 

completely sealing off the square. 

“You…..You’re all seeking death!” Lin Ruo Jing was clearly very angry. His face was red as he roared, 

“Catch them all, catch them all, catch them all for me!” 

“Yes!” 

There weren’t many guards here, so they could use their spears to push the citizens aside and couldn’t 

do anything. After all, they were under the feet of the emperor, no one dared to mess around. 

Until He Hong Jie’s voice slowly sounded, making everyone present take a cold breath, “Kill all the 

people who are causing trouble right now!” 

The crowd fell into a silence, even Lin Ruo Jing looked at He Hong Jie with a bit of disbelief, “Are we 

really…..Are we really killing them?” 

It had to be said, this prime minister really was ruthless. 

“I don’t want to say it a second time.” He Hong Jie narrowed his gold eyes and he stared at Chu Xi Mo 

who was in the center of the square. 

He had to die, he had to die now!” 

“Yes, someone!” Lin Ruo Jing turned and gave the soldiers an order, “If these people dare to take a 

single step forward, kill them all! Immediately prepare the execution!” 

“There’s no need.” He Hong Jie crossed his hand and walked up to the stage step by step, slowly saying, 

“Cut off his head!” 

“Yes! Yes, yes, yes……” Although Lin ,Ruo Jing why He Hong Jie did this, he definitely had the same goal 

as him. 

Which was to see Chu Xi Mo die! 

But just cutting off his head made it too easy for him! 



But this was good. If he could see his head fall to the ground, it would be a very satisfying matter. 

“Come, the prime minister has given the order, cut off his head!” Lin Ruo Jing threw another token on 

the ground and looked at Chu Xi Mo with a dissatisfied look. 

The executioner took advantage of the soldiers blocking the citizens to change to a large blade before 

spitting a mouthful of wine onto the blade, “Hero, I’ll have to offend you!” 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and the Moon Glass Fan in her hand flew out at the blade in the 

executioner’s hand. 

At the same time, a five sided star flew out to land in the executioner’s leg. 

“What, the princess wants to make a move?” He Hong Jie tightly knit his brows and looked at Luo Qing 

Chen with a cold gaze. 

Although she was wearing male clothing, He Hong Jie recognized her with a single glance. 

She looked up at He Hong Jie on the stage, “So what?” 

“Let’s see if the sixth king can maintain his position!” He Hong Jie’s eyes were sharp, but he was nervous 

as he pretended to be calm. 

Luo Qing Chen could see the changes in his eyes, but…..she couldn’t understand why he was anxious! 
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“Unable to maintain his position?” She gave a chuckle as her eyes sparkled, “Why don’t I think so?” 

She couldn’t understand this He Hong Jie. 

The previous host’s good sister Chu Jun Ting’s big brother, he was killed by him and his daughter 

concubine He…… 

“Chu Xi Mo is a sea pirate who has robbed many officials, beheading him is already a mercy.” He Hong 

Jie looked at her and said, “Could it be that you want this prime minister to spare his life?” 

“He doesn’t need you to spare his life.” Not far away, an equally powerful and somewhat old voice rang 

out. 

Luo Qing Chen looked in the direction of the voice and saw a simple sedan. 

The sedan was surrounded in coarse cloth and the beads looked like jade buddhist beads, which looked 

very elegant. 

Su Yuan slowly came out of the sedan. His white beard made him look a bit old, but he seemed to be full 

of energy. 

“Sir imperial censor, what wind has blown you here?” He Hong Jie’s face turned dark for a second, but 

he quickly revealed a faint smile and no one could tell anything was different. 

But right now, his heart was very nervous. 



He was already no longer as strong as he was in court and adding in the rise of this sir imperial censor, 

his status could be considered gradually waning. 

These years, his daughter didn’t have any place in the harem. Although the queen didn’t give birth to 

the emperor’s next child, his daughter had never received his grace once. 

However, during this bad time, he had received a shocking piece of news. 

The assassin that he had sent didn’t kill the son the empress gave birth to, rather he placed him on a 

boat and let the sea decide his fate. 

Somehow he had miraculously survived. 

He only learned recently that person had been Su Yuan’s student. Not only did he not kill the emperor, 

he didn’t take away the jade that the empress gave him. 

A piece of jade with the word ‘Chu’ on it. 

“Why can’t I come if the prime minister can!” Su Yuan narrowed his cold eyes and cleared his throat 

before saying, “Someone, free young master Chu from his locks.” 

“Wait, wait, wait, wait!” Lin Ruo Jing heard this and he looked at Su Yuan in a daze, “What is sir imperial 

censor doing? Chu Xi Mo is a pirate, how can he be let go like this?” 

“This one is?” Su Yuan narrowed his eyes, unable to remember who this person was at all. 

“I……I am……” Lin Ruo Jing looked a bit awkward before quickly changing the topic, “Who I am is not 

important, the important thing is that sir imperial censor is going against the laws of the court!” 

“Laws of the court?” Su Yuan coldly looked at him before he softly siad, “You know that if a person who 

has no rank gives the order for an execution, that is punishable by beheading!” 

“I……” 

“You two, go and free young master Chu.” Su Yuan naturally knew that he was in an advantageous 

position. 

He wasn’t certain these days, so he went back to ask the princess. 

In the past, the twins that the empress gave birth to had birthmarks. 

This was something that only the empress remembered. One was a dragon and one was a phoenix. The 

combination of the two was a completely beautiful phoenix and dragon dance. 

“No need, this lock can’t hold me.” He stretched his hands and the chains fell to the ground. 

He reached out his right hand and took Luo Qing Chen who was standing in front of him to his side, 

firmly protecting her. 
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“What…..What does this mean?” Lin Ruo Jing clearly couldn’t accept the ending in front of him. 



Didn’t they say he would be executed? Didn’t they say he would be beheaded? 

Why did the lord prime minister and the lord imperial censor come? How did Chu Xi Mo who had been 

locked up in chains strangely break free! 

“Prime minister He hasn’t said anything, what is there for you?” Su Yuan’s sharp eyes glared at Lin Ruo 

Jing, scaring him into breaking out in a cold sweat. 

Su Yuan was a famous person who was beside the emperor, he as a person without any official titles 

didn’t dare make a mistake in front of him. 

“Ke, ke.” Prime minister He looked at Lin Ruo Jing with a gaze that could ‘turn iron into steel’ before 

turning to Su Yuan, “Sir Su, if you are familiar with this pirate, you can let him go. But you should at least 

greet me first. Everyone is watching right now, it isn’t easy to just let him go.” 

He Hong Jie naturally knew that he was a fatty with a swollen face right now. His heart was like an ant in 

a hot pot, but he didn’t show it on the surface at all. 

After all, in a duel between experts, it only took a single thought. 

“Prime minister He, I’m afraid you didn’t hear what this old man said just now, right!” Su Yuan crossed 

his hands and looked at He Hong Jie in front of him, “Whether he is freed or not isn’t something you can 

decide!” 

Everyone looked at Su Yuan with a confused look, He Hong Jie quickly gave a wink to Lin Ruo Jing at this 

time. 

Lin Ruo Jing immediately understood, “Lord Su is probably exceeding his authority on this. After all, the 

one who caught this group of pirates…..is me!” 

“Of course.” Su Yuan stroked his beard before saying, “This ‘credit’ is something you can’t avoid, but the 

crown prince must decide in the end.” 

“Crown……Crown prince…..” Lin Ruo Jing didn’t reat, not knowing who the crown prince Su Yuan 

mentioned was at all. 

After all, everyone in Long Peace City knew that the emperor only had a daughter, it was a daughter that 

he deeply loved. 

As for the words crown prince, that had never been heard before. 

Su Yuan gave He Hong Jie a deep look before turning to Chu Xi Mo. 

Everyone present immediately turned stiff at that moment. 

Su Yuan took out an imperial edict and raised it above his head. After all, everyone kneeled down and 

kowtowed their heads on the ground, “We welcome the crown prince back!” 

Luo Qing Chen was stunned. When she turned over, she met his dark as ink eyes. 

At that moment, those dark eyes suddenly had a glow to them. 



He revealed a faint smile as he seriously took her hand, “Are you prepared to go from a princess to the 

crown princess?” 

Lin Ruo Jing who had been standing on the side in a daze was suddenly stimulated and he wildly shouted 

out, “Is there something wrong with you all! Crown prince? He is a pirate, alright? I say, sir imperial 

censor, are you getting confused at your old age?” 

He didn’t believe that all that a pirate would be a crown prince, alright? 

Stop joking, alright? Then he, Lin Ruo Jing would be the king of the heavens! 

“Insulting the imperial edict and slandering the crown prince. According to the law, you will be executed 

by ten thousand cuts and your family will be exterminated down to nine generations!” Su Yuan’s cold 

eyes looked over the empty square, “Since the executioner’s hands are already covered in alcohol, how 

about we don’t waste it!” 

As soon as his voice fell, the people behind Su Yuan charged forward and pressed him to the ground, 

“Don’t move!” 
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Lin Ruo Jing was pressed down on the ground and his heart was filled with panic. He began trembling as 

he shouted to He Hong Jie, “Prime minister He, save me……Save me!” 

Prime minister He narrowed his eyes and completely ignored Lin Ruo Jing’s request. With a wave of his 

right hand, he moved towards his sedan. 

When he entered the sedan, Su Yuan’s words came from behind him. 

“All things in this world have set fates. The past hatreds haven’t been not repaid, it just isn’t time yet.” 

“Ah!” As soon as this voice fell, there was Lin Ruo Jing’s pitiful cry that came from behind. 

He never thought that the one who would be executed would actually be him…… 

– 

Inside the royal palace, the emperor and empress were in the hall waiting for Su Yuan’s arrival. 

That naturally also included Luo Qing Chen’s good sister, Chu Jun Ting. 

“When is big brother coming!” 

“I heard that big brother is super handsome, is it true that he used to be a pirate that robbed the rich for 

the poor?” 

“Ah, ah, ah, ah, royal father, do you think that big brother will still remember me!” 

“……” The emperor lovingly patted her head, but he didn’t forget to roll his eyes at her, “Your big 

brother was lost when he was born, do you think that he would remember you?” 



“That Su Yuan is really something. In order to trap prime minister He, he had my child suffer that much!” 

There were tears in the empress’ eyes and she bit her lip as she said, “That child should have had a rich 

life without any worries, but…..But……” 

The more she spoke, the more choked up she became. After all, mothers in this world all cared about 

their children. 

Not to mention the empress that had only given birth to two children…… 

“Aiya.” Seeing the empress cry, the emperor wiped the tears from her face with a pained look on his, 

“You, just wait until our son sees you later, he’ll really laugh at this……” 

“Reporting to the emperor, the crown prince is here.” Eunuch Liu’s voice sounded and the three of them 

all looked at the entrance. 

The figure in the distance slowly moved towards them. Chu Xi Mo was wearing a dark gold robe that had 

many colourful sashes hanging from it, as well as many stones inlaid into it. He had purple satin shoes 

and there was a golden crown inlaid to his hair. 

Looking like this, the aura of the pirate had disappeared and it gave people a feeling that showed he was 

the crown prince. 

He slightly knit his brows and there was a dark glow in his deep eyes. He kneeled down according to 

court courtesy and said, “Greetings to the emperor, greetings to the empress.” 

“Quickly…..Quickly get up.” The empress came forward to take his hand, “Raise your head, let…..let 

mother take a look.” 

The empress used ‘mother’ and not ‘this one’. 

If Chu Xi Mo’s heart didn’t tremble at this moment, it would be fake. 

He looked up and a gentle figure was reflected in his eyes. He thought that he would never find the two 

closest person to him, but he never thought that they would be the most powerful people in the royal 

palace. 

Although the emperor didn’t come over, his wrinkled fingertips couldn’t help trembling when he saw 

him. 

His perfect features, that high nose, and those slightly curled lips, it looked just like him when he was 

younger. 

It had to be said that his genes were strong, even if there wasn’t the dragon birthmark. 

Just with a single look, he could tell that this person in front of him was his son. 

In the future, he would be the only master of the world! 
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In the end, everything fell to the ground. 



With this evidence, even if He Hong Jie kept silent, he couldn’t escape his crime. 

In the past, he and his daughter concubine He used a ‘special’ method to take away the newly born Chu 

Xi Mo. 

If it wasn’t for the mercy of the assassin, everything would have already become irreversible. 

Now that matters ended, concubine He was different from her father. 

She didn’t bother to refute this all these years. In the years of the harem, she knew that there was no 

difference between life and death for her. 

The emperor never loved her. A woman who entered the palace could have no children, but she 

couldn’t not have this man’s love. 

She spent countless nights in the cold harem. She was tired, anxious, and even wanted to kill herself. 

This ending was no different from a relief to her! 

When she was locked up, wearing the prison uniform, she turned and asked the emperor a question. 

“Emperor, if it wasn’t for the prince, would you have given some love to this concubine? 

After a while, the emperor looked at her and replied, “No.” 

“Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!” Concubine He broke out in bitter laughter and she curled her lips to say some final 

words, “This concubine knew that the emperor never loved this concubine, so this concubine took the 

crown prince away with father. Even now, I regret nothing! Not…..one single thing!” 

In the end, because of He Hong Jie’s merits in court, he couldn’t kill them all. He exiled them all to the 

northwest and they could never return to Long Peace City. 

Actually, everyone knew that this decision was worse than killing them. 

– 

These days, Luo Qing Chen felt like she had been in a daze. 

Because she went from the precious princess of the sixth king to the crown princess. 

Chu Xi Mo’s identity was one that she really never expected. 

The crown prince……So the reason why he wanted to stand by her was because of this. 

Gilded Pavilion. 

Luo Qing Chen was dressed in an ice blue robe that had gold and silver embroidered in a cloud pattern, 

casually drinking tea. 

“A princess is a princess, you adapted to life in the palace more quickly than anyone else.” Chu Xi Mo’s 

gentle voice came from outside, with a hint of pampering to it. 

She took the teacup and when she looked up, she was a bit surprised. 



It was probably because she didn’t see him for a few days, or perhaps she wasn’t used to seeing him 

dressed like this. 

After all…..He really was too dazzling…..It was like he was the ruler of the world, changing from the sea 

emperor to a noble prince. 

Just a change in identity actually made Chu Xi Mo look that good. 

It was a refreshing and irresistible good look. 

“Fool, what are you in a daze for?” He raised his right hand and flicked her forehead, “It’s like you’ve 

never seen me before…..” 

“I really haven’t seen you like this!” Luo Qing Chen poured a cup of tea for him, “I feel that you’re 

different from before.” 

“Which part is different?” 

“More…..Serious!” Luo Qing Chen put her right hand on her cheek and asked him, “Actually, you might 

be a king by birth.” 

With Chu Xi Mo’s abilities, even if he didn’t become a pirate, he would have enjoyed endless wealth in 

his life. 

But he was willing to use this ability to be in danger at any moment, saving the poor people. 

Now she suddenly realized something. 

It should be that deep down, he had a heart that loved the people. 
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“I helped them because I almost starved to death as a child.” Chu Xi Mo took her hand out of habit and 

brought her to his side as he calmly recalled, “There was an old woman who I can’t remember her 

appearance at all who had given me a biscuit.” 

“Ze, ze.” Luo Qing Chen revealed a faint smile, “Is that why you became a pirate?” 

“Un.” After thinking for a long time, he said, “Becoming a pirate is just a chance! The old woman’s son 

was caught by pirates. I wanted to save her son, but I never thought that I would kill the pirate chief 

when the situation went bad.” 

“Ah.” She couldn’t help smiling, “It seems like the title of emperor is based on luck!” 

“It seems like you don’t want to be my crown princess!” He gently took her by the waist with an evil 

charming smile in his eyes. 

These eyes were the exclusive mark of the sea emperor. 

“You, you, you……You wouldn’t be the legendary horse that leaves his wife after ascending…..Wu…..” 

Before she finished, there was a cool pair of lips that fell onto her lips. 



It was just domineering, passionate, and affectionate as the beginning. 

He used the most direct method to answer her question…… 

It could only be said that this was very Chu Xi Mo. 

He gently let her go and picked her up, “But, not being the crown princess is true!” 

“Ah?” 

“Because you’ll become the empress!” 

“What!?” 

In the next half hour, Chu Xi Mo explained to her why he had been so busy during these days. 

But even though he was busy, he came back to the Gilded Pavilion every night. Although most of the 

time he was back, she was already asleep. 

His mother and father were already an old couple, in their eyes, the matters of the court only affected 

their old love. 

“This fast?” Hearing Chu Xi Mo’s explanation, Luo Qing Chen was a bit unhappy. 

It was no wonder those maids had been gossiping about the new girls entering the palace. Those new 

girls weren’t prepared for the emperor, they were prepared for Chu Xi Mo! 

Isn’t this the chance to have three wives and four concubines, or even having three thousand beauties? 

In short, wasn’t this a temptation that couldn’t be resisted? 

“What?” Chu Xi Mo’s dark eyes saw her slightly angry face and said, “Does our wife not want to be 

empress?” 

“This empress matter is for the future!” Luo Qing Chen’s eyes had a faint sparkle in them as she looked 

at him, “I’ve heard…..that there were new harem girls entering the palace!” 

“Oh.” Chu Xi Mo had a smile in his eye as his lips curled into a beautiful curve, “It might be because I’ve 

been too busy lately that eunuch Liu didn’t tell me about this matter.” 

Chu Xi Mo’s answer was very casual, it was all said as an understatement. 

But Luo Qing Chen was very clear, he! Could! Understand! 

“You……” 

“Alright!” He patted her head and said, “Wait until the coronation is over, I will take care of all these 

trivial matters.” 

Trivial matters? These were clearly important things in her eyes, alright? 

After all, she still hadn’t received the last ten affection. She still had to be on guard against all these 

other girls! 
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Three days later, at the empress coronation. 

She was wearing a large red dress with a hundred flowers, with her hair in two buns and a large jade 

hairpin inserted at the tip of her hair. 

Chu Xi Mo held her hand and looked at her white face with those red lips. 

This was a very solemn ceremony, but when Chu Xi Mo looked at her, she suddenly wanted to smile. 

She felt that this ceremony was different from the one they had at Blood Blue Island. 

When she wanted to shake her head, Chu Xi Mo leaned in and whispered in her ear, “Because it’s you, I 

needed this identity so I could openly stand by your side.” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 100%.] 

There were probably the most beautiful words of love she had heard in this world. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a chuckle and lowered her head in embarrassment. The blush on her face spread to 

her ears and it frazzled her young girl’s heart. 

Although she didn’t care if she was the wife of a pirate or the empress. As long as that person was him, 

she only needed one identity. 

That was…..his wife. 

After the coronation was over, the emperor and empress went to live a life like immortals in their 

mountain villa. 

Chu Xi Mo became incomparably busy. After he took the dragon’s throne, he immediately sent people 

to pick up the brothers who had been with him through life and death from Blood Blue Island. 

Luo Qing Chen also knew about this, but there wasn’t Qing Wei and Ji Yu’s body had also disappeared. 

No one knew where she went and they didn’t know if she was alive or not. 

To be honest, Luo Qing Chen didn’t care if she was alive or not. 

If she had to choose, she would prefer dead! 

After all, the news that she revealed didn’t just kill Ji Yu. 

Ji Yu might have forgiven her, but those people who had died in vain couldn’t forgive her…… 

– 

These days, Chu Xi Mo was very busy, so Luo Qing Chen didn’t stay in the palace most of the time. 

She would dress up as a man when she was bored or return to her family for a few days. 

When she came back, the palace had already changed! 



Chu Xi Mo had delegated the matter of the harem girls to eunuch Liu and eunuch Liu had been very 

direct. 

When she wasn’t in the royal palace, he had prepared rooms for all those harem girls! 

In a fit of rage, she went to find Chu Jun Ting to drink and complain! 

“Tell me! Isn’t your big brother going too far, it hasn’t even been that long since the coronation! He 

actually……He actually……” 

“Calm down, calm down.” Chu Jun Ting looked a bit anxious. She absentmindedly said, “Big 

brother……Big brother probably doesn’t know about this!” 

“Chu Jun Ting!” 

“Here!” 

Luo Qing Chen raised her wine glass and accurately threw it in the direction of the screen. 

“Aiyo!” 

There was a cry as a white faced scholar walked out. He was wearing a light gray robe and he looked a 

bit familiar. 

“Aren’t you Su Cheng?” Luo Qing Chen’s right index finger tapped the table out of habit and there was a 

bit of doubt in her eyes as she looked at him, “Coming to the princess’ room in the middle of the 

night……” 

“Empress…..Empress, please don’t misunderstand……” Su Cheng was clearly very nervous as he quickly 

said, “This is unrelated to the princess, it was this minister who broke into the Beautiful Sound Pavilion 

in the middle of the night. Please forgive me, empress!” 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen gave a yawn before revealing a faint smile, “I’ll give you two options. One, you’ll 

have your father Su Yuan personally come to propose, or two, defiling the princess is a crime punishable 

by death, so you can go to the Great Truth Temple to wait for death!” 
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“Don’t!” Chu Jun Ting looked at her with a shy look, “Aiyo, can you not see through this?” 

“What’s wrong with Su Cheng, you think he can’t match you?” 

“Of course not!” 

“What are you so hesitant for!” 

“I’m just afraid……” Chu Jun Ting thought about it before saying, “Big brother is going to choose a 

husband for me in a few days, the ones chosen are all those with skills……” 

She naturally knew that Chu Xi Mo was doing this for, but…..the others weren’t comparable to the one 

in her mind. 



She liked that Su Cheng was very skilled in statecraft, knowing the affairs of the country and loving the 

people, being motivated and modest. 

“With skills……” Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and felt it was a bit strange. 

Why would Chu Xi Mo arrange a marriage for Chu Jun Ting, wasn’t he dying from how busy he was? 

Properly speaking, he shouldn’t care about these things. 

“Let’s put your matter aside for now.” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes, “I feel that your brother is 

playing a big game and we are all trapped in it. 

Her words weren’t completely unreasonable. 

The next morning, she was about to return to the Gilded Pavilion in her men’s clothing when she met 

the new harem girls. 

Their appearances varied, there were good and bad. 

The one who looked the best was Tao Ying Er, the prefect’s daughter. She was wearing her moon blue 

pink silk brocaded dress and walking in the front, always looking around. 

When eunuch Liu wasn’t here, these people most likely snuck around by themselves…… 

Although Luo QIng Chen felt they were unpleasant, she was wearing men’s clothing now and was too 

lazy to care about them. 

When she was about to pass by, Tao Ying Er suddenly called out to her. 

“This servant, help me up, I want to pick the flower from the wall. 

Luo Qing Chen gave a cold laugh. Although she was wearing a set of red men’s clothing, it didn’t mean 

that she was a eunuch, alright? 

These people hadn’t even been in the palace, how could they know what the clothes of a eunuch looked 

like? 

Since the other side was provoking her, instead of worrying about everything that had been happening, 

she could solve everything at once! 

She slowly turned around, “What can’t pick the high flowers? Is there a problem with your heads! Are 

you jealous of how good the flower looks?” 

“What are you saying?” 

“That’s right, why isn’t a servant like you apologizing to big sister Ying Er!” 

Tao Ying Er didn’t speak and the two standing beside her already couldn’t wait to speak for her. 

These girls mostly came from large families. They had been pampered by their parents, so it wasn’t 

strange for them to be a bit proud! 

But this was a palace, it was no wonder all those beautiful harem girls were kicked out not long after. 

They were all idiots that had no brains! 



“It seems like you’re a new servant!” Tao Ying Er arrogantly rolled her eyes before they filled with 

disdain, “You don’t know the rules at all, it’s a good thing you bumped into me. Your master didn’t teach 

you how to be a servant, I’ll teach you for them!” 

Because she was the daughter of the prefect, Tao Ying Er raised her right hand when she came forward 

and wanted to slap her. 

But Luo Qing Chen was a person who others wanted to slap every day, how could she really let them 

slap her. 

She firmly caught it and used a bit of strength in her right hand, looking at her as she said, “Tao Ying Er, 

right? I’ve seen your portrait and you really do look ugly.” 

“Ah!” She grunted with a bit of pain before gritting her teeth to say, “You dog servant, quickly let me go! 

Otherwise the emperor won’t let you off!” 
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There was a “gedeng” sound. Before she even finished, as soon as she said this, Luo Qing Chen 

dislocated her wrist. 

“What is so noisy in front?” Chu Xi Mo had a faint smile in his eyes as he looked at eunuch Liu on the 

side and asked this. 

“It should be some harem girls who came out!” Eunuch Liu was a bit nervous. When he was planning on 

heading over to ‘clear the obstacles’, Chu Xi Mo looked at him, “This one will go!” 

On the other side, Luo Qing Chen coldly looked at Tao Ying Er in front of her and released her right hand, 

“Always saying servant, servant, you really think you’re the master of the harem!” 

“Dog servant, when I become the master of the harem in the future, your family will be executed to nine 

generations!” Tao Ying Er tightly gritted her teeth as her face was covered in rage. 

At this time, Chu Xi Mo slowly came forward and there was a slightly deep tone in his nice voice, “Does 

the nine generations include this one?” 

“Emp…..Emp……Emperor……” 

Everyone was shocked and quickly fell to the ground. Tao Ying Er, who had dislocated her arm also knelt 

down, but she looked at Chu Xi Mo with tearful eyes, “Emperor, please make a decision for this poor 

girl! This servant…..” 

Eunuch Liu heard this and quickly came forward to throw out a heavy slap, “How bold, daring to call the 

empress a servant! Do you know that is a death crime, one punishable by execution of nine 

generations!” 

“Si.” Everyone instantly took a cold breath. 

Tao Ying Er looked at Luo Qing Chen in disbelief as her face turned pale. Her lips even couldn’t help 

trembling. 



“I’ve heard that these people are the emperor’s new harem girls?” Luo Qing Chen crossed her arms and 

looked at Chu Xi Mo with her full aura, “Your eyes really aren’t that good!” 

“I……No…..This girl……was blind……” 

“Harem girls?” Chu Xi Mo completely ignored Tao Ying Er and lovingly patted Luo Qing Chen’s head, 

“Aren’t they palace maids?” 

Everyone was shocked by Chu Xi Mo’s words, including Luo Qing Chen. 

His eyes were as deep as the sea as he looked at her and there was a smile that was hard to hide. It was 

like everything was a part of his plan and all under his control. 

Eunuch Liu quickly said, “Yes, yes, yes, these maids don’t understand anything!” 

“Send them all to the laundry room!” Chu Xi Mo gently stroked Luo Qing Chen’s face, but his eyes were 

incomparably cold as he looked at Tao Ying Er’s group, “If anyone feels that this punishment is too heavy 

and wants to involve your family members, we can follow the nation’s laws. Who should die and who 

should be executed to nine generations won’t be let off.” 

As soon as his voice fell, he took her hand and headed towards the Gilded Pavilion. 

While walking, she turned to him and asked, “This is your plan?” 

Without knowing why, she felt that he had a great plan against her and everyone was blind to this plan. 

“This…..” He didn’t directly answer her, he just asked back with a faint smile, “How do you feel about Su 

Cheng?” 

“Scholarly, full of knowledge, and talented…..” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes, “It’s just in terms of 

strength……he is a bit weak!” 

Chu Xi Mo revealed a faint smile as if he was very satisfied with Luo Qing Chen’s answer. He continued, 

“Handling stately affairs isn’t about fighting wars, there’s no problem if he has no martial skills!” 

  

Chapter 1230: Sea emperor: Lifting up the hostage princess (End) 

Luo Qing Chen never expected that Chu Xi Mo’s game would include everyone, including his good little 

sister and Su Cheng. 

After all, Chu Xi Mo didn’t plan on taking the throne. He took the throne, but only for that empress 

coronation ceremony. 

He said it before, he wanted to rightfully stand by her side. He used the position that every girl on the 

continent yearned for, that was his only reason for coming to these thick palace walls. 

Three months later, Su Cheng and Chu Jun Ting were married. 

After the wedding, Chu Xi Mo gave the throne to Su Cheng. Although the former emperor was a bit 

unhappy, he didn’t object because of Su Cheng and his daughter. 



After all, he used to be an emperor who ruled on emotions. 

For a girl, he had even given up the harem. 

After handing everything over, Chu Xi Mo got a boat and brought two large boxes of items. 

One of them was silver and the other was filled with Luo Qing Chen’s clothes. 

“You really want to go to Blood Blue Island?” Chu Jun Ting looked at them with an unwilling look, “You 

can be the same as mother and father, going to a mountain villa! Why do you need to go to a broken 

island?” 

Chu Jun Ting was clearly very happy. She felt that since her big brother and best sister was back, they 

could go play together! 

But she never thought that everyone would leave, even her parents were gone. 

“Ke, ke.” Luo qIng Chen gently tapped the Moon Glass Fan in her right hand on her palm as she looked at 

them, “That isn’t some broken island, you’ll know when you have a chance to see it!” 

“I won’t, I won’t!” Chu Jun Ting pursed her lips, “You’re all abandoning me!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she angrily turned around. Su Cheng looked helpless as he turned to cup his 

hands to them, “Have a safe trip, leave everything here to me. If there is a day that you feel I’m not good 

enough, please come back and take over.” 

“Since I’m leaving, it means that I trust your character and your future decisions.” Chu Xi Mo looked at 

him, “Take care of Jun Ting, go and see the previous emperor and empress dowager when you have 

time.” 

“Take care.” 

That was the last thing Su Cheng said to him. In the following decades Chu Xi Mo and Luo Qing Chen 

never went to Long Peace City again. 

Even if they left Blood Blue Island to buy things, they just went to a village. 

– 

The waves were gentle and Luo Qing Chen took his arm as she tilted her head, “Actually, I find it very 

strange. Why do you have to leave Long Peace City?” 

“Fool.” Chu Xi Mo’s eyes relaxed and his dark eyes lovingly looked at her, “A mountain can’t have two 

tigers. Although Su Cheng isn’t bad, there will be changes to his temperament after sitting on the throne 

for long.” 

Luo Qing Chen couldn’t help admiring Chu Xi Mo’s intelligence. After all, Su Cheng’s personality did 

change quite a bit after ruling for twenty years. 

Engaging in beauties and researching immortality. These twenty years became a bind for him and then 

there was the news from a certain island that Luo Qing Chen was sick. 

She didn’t live long in this world. 



But for this kind of ancient world, she had lived to the average age. 

Although Chu Xi Mo couldn’t accept this reality to the last minute. 

The sea breeze in the night was very cold. The girl in his arms was dressed in a moon white dress and she 

had her arms crossed with the Moon Glass Fan that was releasing a mint scent on her chest. 

He leaned over and whispered a few words in her ear before drinking the wine in his right hand. 

 


